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Abstract: Fins or heat sinks are meant for boosting heat 

transfer. Therefore, planned computations remain fortified for 
examining the impacts of SSF pin fin on thermal dispersal 
concerning constant thermal value 6 W/cm2. For that SSF pin fins 
materials of stainless steel and aluminum are preferred. Usual 
convective equations are solved to foretell thermal apprehensions. 
As anticipated, for both the stated SSF pin fins, temperature and 
heat flux declines for increasing length scales. Additionally, 
temperature distributions on SSF aluminum pin fin lays beneath 
SSF stainless steel pin fin. Hence, heat dissipation from SSF 
aluminum pin fin is relatively higher. Obviously, it may be owing 
to quite higher thermal conductivity of SSF aluminum pin fin. 
Consequently, it delivers higher, gregarious and remarkable 
thermal behaviors. Nevertheless, both simulation forecasts 
remain analogous with one another. 
 

Index Terms: Thermal Variation, SSF Pin Fin, Stainless Steel, 
Aluminum, Cooling Behavior. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fins or heat sinks remain intended for enhancing heat 
transfer. The whisper of firmness of electronic fragments 
implicate abnormally elevated power densities. Accordingly, 
electronics cooling desires have grown at enormous rapidity 
from the development of ICT. Orthodox cooling means used 
of free convection of air is deficient for huge heat energies. 
Alternating cooling exercise arresting boundless effort is use 
of fin. It engulfs strain of tall heat confrontation 
accompanying the aforesaid methods. 

Equally, the air cooling is bluntly to convey the strength. 
Both numerical and experimental investigations of heat 
spreading on flat plate is prominent in the texts [1-2]. 
Computational enumerations as well as simulations are 
completely amazing in sorts [3-8]. 

Thoughtful valuation of the aforesaid relatable writings 
discloses no up-front experimental exploration on thermal 
characteristics about SSF pin fins cast through SSM 
processing. No such computation on influences of SSF pin 
fins of stainless steel (SS) and aluminum (Al) on cooling 
behaviors. With this outlook, the contemporaneous research 
institutes computational studies for the influences of SSF pin 
fins materials of SS and Al on cooling behaviors concerning 
constant thermal value 6 W/cm2.  
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Additionally, the witnessed results are evaluated/matched 
for escalating the prominence of SSF pin fins materials of SS 
and Al in accomplishing the sought after cooling. 

II. MODEL ARRANGEMENT  

It expounds expansively about the particulars of 
contemporary physical model along with experimental setup. 

A. Demonstration of Physical Problem 

Fig. 1 displays the depiction of SSF pin fin physical model. 
It includes a heater connected with a SSF pin fin on which five 
chromel-alumel thermocouples are mounted with spacing of 
2.5 cm amidst. Thermocouples got joined with data recording 
device to store thermal data successively during the 
experiments. Fig. 2 demonstrates the CAD model of the stated 
SSF pin fin. 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of SSF pin fin physical model  

The SSF pin fins materials of SS and Al are delineated with 
five thermocouples each to estimate heat transfer coefficient 
(h) as well as Nusselt number (Nu). The under-mentioned 
equations 1-8, are used to figure the same.  
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Figure 2. CAD model of SSF pin fin 

B. SSF Pin Fin Computational Mesh & ANSYS 
Workbench 

Figs. 3 elucidates the SSF pin fin computational mesh. 
Figs. 4 and 5 elucidates the SSF pin fin ANSYS workbenches 
of temperature and heat flux, respectively. It is intended for 
computational preparation. The SSF pin fins materials of SS 
and Al are chosen for the present investigations. 

 
Figure 3. SSF pin fin computational mesh 

 

 
 

Figure 4. SSF pin fin ANSYS workbench of temperature 

 

 
 

Figure 5. SSF pin fin ANSYS workbench of heat flux 

III. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES 

It embroils the under-mentioned computational outline and 
convergence scheme. 
A. Computational Outline 

Usual convective equations are solved to predict thermal 
apprehensions concerning temperature and heat flux. 
Therefore, planned computations remain fortified for 
examining the impacts of SSF pin fin on thermal dispersal 
concerning constant thermal value 6 W/cm2. For that SSF pin 
fins materials of stainless steel and aluminum are preferred.  
B. Convergence Scheme 

CFD codes stand run to predict thermal apprehensions 
concerning temperature and heat flux associated with SSF pin 
fins of stainless steel and aluminum. During simulations of 
variables the interval designated in the fundamental 
computation is 1/10000 s. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Broad computations got effectuated to elucidate the 
appurtenances of SSF pin fins materials of SS and Al on 
thermal diffusion of air with constant thermal value 6 W/cm2. 
Influences of SSF Pin Fin Materials on Cooling Behaviors 

Primarily picked SSF pin fins materials are SS and Al cast 
through SSM processing, for comparative appraisal of results 
as well. 
A. Thermal Apprehensions of SSF Stainless Steel Pin Fin 

The predicted heat flux concerning SSF stainless steel pin 
fin at different locations are portrayed in Fig. 6. Besides, Fig. 
6 also unveils changes in heat fluxes with length scales of SSF 
stainless steel pin fin. As anticipated, it displays, heat flux 
declines for increasing length scale SSF stainless steel pin fin. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Heat flux concerning SSF stainless steel pin fin 
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The predicted temperature concerning SSF stainless steel 
pin fin at different locations are portrayed in Fig. 7. Besides, 
Fig. 7 also unveils changes in temperatures with length scales 
of SSF stainless steel pin fin. As anticipated, it displays, 
temperature declines for increasing length scale SSF stainless 
steel pin fin. 

 
 

Figure 7. Temperature relating SSF stainless steel pin fin 

B. Thermal Apprehensions of SSF Aluminum Pin Fin 

The predicted heat flux concerning SSF aluminum pin fin 
at different locations are portrayed in Fig. 8. Besides, Fig. 8 
also unveils changes in heat fluxes with length scales of SSF 
aluminum pin fin. As anticipated, it displays, heat flux 
declines for increasing length scale of SSF aluminum pin fin. 

 
 

Figure 8. Heat flux concerning SSF aluminum pin fin 

C. Comparison of Thermal Apprehensions of SSF 
Stainless Steel and SSF Aluminum Pin Fins 

Fig. 9 unveils the abridged practice of the predicted 
temperatures concerning thermal apprehensions of SSF 
stainless steel and SSF aluminum pin fins with different 
length scales. As anticipated, it displays, temperature 
spreading on SSF aluminum pin fin lays beneath SSF stainless 
steel pin fin. Hence, heat dissipation from SSF aluminum pin 
fin is relatively higher. Obviously, it may be owing to quite 
higher thermal conductivity of SSF aluminum pin fin. 
Besides, both test results are comparable with each other. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of thermal apprehensions of SSF 
stainless steel and SSF aluminum pin fins 

V. CONCLUSION 

Fins or heat sinks are designed for augmenting heat 
transfer. Therefore, planned computations remain fortified for 
examining the impacts of SSF pin fin on thermal dispersal 
concerning constant thermal value 6 W/cm2. For that SSF pin 
fins materials of stainless steel and aluminum are preferred. 
Usual convective equations are solved to predict thermal 
apprehensions. As anticipated, for both the stated SSF pin 
fins, temperature and heat flux declines for increasing length 
scales. Additionally, temperature spreading on SSF aluminum 
pin fin lays beneath SSF stainless steel pin fin. Hence, heat 
dissipation from SSF aluminum pin fin is relatively higher. 
Obviously, it may be owing to quite higher thermal 
conductivity of SSF aluminum pin fin. Therefore, it provides 
superior, affable and noteworthy thermal behaviors. 
However, both test results are comparable with each other. 
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